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SUMMARY

Neurons form stereotyped microcircuits that underlie specific functions. In the
vertebrate retina, the primary rod and cone pathways that convey dim and bright
light signals, respectively, exhibit distinct wiring patterns. Rod and cone path-
ways are thought to be assembled separately during development. However, us-
ing correlative fluorescence imaging and serial electron microscopy, we show
here that cross-pathway interactions are involved to achieve pathway-specific
connectivity within the inner retina. We found that A17 amacrine cells, a rod
pathway-specific cellular component, heavily bias their synaptogenesis with rod
bipolar cells (RBCs) but increase their connectivity with cone bipolar cells
(CBCs) when RBCs are largely ablated. This cross-pathway synaptic plasticity oc-
curs during synaptogenesis and is triggered even on partial loss of RBCs. Thus,
A17 cells adopt a hierarchical approach in selecting postsynaptic partners from
functionally distinct pathways (RBC>CBC), in which contact and/or synaptogene-
sis with preferred partners (RBCs) influences connectivity with less-preferred
partners (CBCs).

INTRODUCTION

In the vertebrate retina, the primary rod and cone pathways are composed of different cell types wired in

distinct patterns. In the outer retina, rod photoreceptors mainly contact rod bipolar cells (RBCs), whereas

cone photoreceptors wire with cone bipolar cells (CBCs) (Euler et al., 2014; Grimes et al., 2018; Masland,

2012; Wässle, 2004). RBCs (typically, a single type) and ON CBCs (multiple types) stratify within the ON sub-

lamina of the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and depolarize in response to light increments, whereas OFF CBCs

(multiple types) stratify within the OFF sublamina and have the opposite light response (Dunn and Wong,

2014; Hoon et al., 2014; Tsukamoto andOmi, 2017; Wässle, 2004; Zhang et al., 2017). CBCs directly synapse

with ganglion cells (GCs), which are the output neurons of the retina, to transmit visual signals to the brain,

whereas RBCs relay their information indirectly to GCs, by driving the responses of AII amacrine cells (ACs)

that synaptically connect with both ON and OFF CBCs (Chun et al., 1993; Dunn and Wong, 2014; Grunert

and Martin, 1991; Hoon et al., 2014; Pourcho and Goebel, 1985; Strettoi et al., 1990; Tsukamoto et al., 2001;

Tsukamoto and Omi, 2017; Wässle, 2004). Furthermore, neurotransmission from RBCs and CBCs is modu-

lated by inhibition from a diversity of ACs (Hoon et al., 2014; Wässle, 2004; Yan et al., 2020). The assembly of

rod and cone connectivity in the outer retina appears to involve different molecular mechanisms and de-

pendency on visual experience (Cao et al., 2015, 2020; Dunn et al., 2013; Maddox et al., 2020), suggesting

that rod and cone connections may be wired independently. Whether rod and cone pathway connectivity

within the inner retina are also wired by distinct mechanisms during development is unknown. Gaining this

knowledge is not only important for a more complete understanding of how these two parallel pathways of

the visual system are established but also whether cross-pathway connections are potentially possible in

the reassembly of photoreceptor circuits during repair.

A17 ACs in the inner retina are critical for rod pathway signaling, because they modulate and synchronize light-

driven RBC responses across the retina (Grimes et al., 2010, 2014, 2018). Although the neurites of A17 ACs tra-

verse the full depth of the IPL, A17s are thought to be rod pathway-exclusive and not contact CBCs (Chun et al.,

1993; Freed et al., 1987; Grunert and Martin, 1991; Hartveit, 1999; Kolb and Famiglietti, 1974; Nelson and Kolb,

1985; Raviola and Dacheux, 1987; Sandell et al., 1989; Tsukamoto et al., 2001). Previous studies showed that the

varicosities of A17 ACs form synaptic dyads together with AII ACs as apposed to RBC axonal ribbons in the ON

sublamina, while making GABAergic reciprocal synapses onto RBCs to provide inhibitory modulation

(Figures 1A–1C) (Freed et al., 1987; Grimes et al., 2014; Kolb and Famiglietti, 1974; Massey et al., 1992; Pourcho
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andGoebel, 1985; Raviola andDacheux, 1987; Sinha et al., 2020; Strettoi et al., 1990; Tsukamoto andOmi, 2017).

How A17 ACs primarily target RBCs and establish their partnership in RBC dyads during development are un-

known. Given their highly specific connectivity pattern, one plausible strategy is that A17 ACs are ‘‘hard-wired’’

with RBCs as early as synaptogenesis and never connect with the cone pathway. Alternatively, A17 ACs non-

selectively contact rod and cone pathway neurons during development with their widespread processes and un-

dergo remodeling to attain their rod pathway specificity. To distinguish between these possibilities, we used

correlative fluorescence imaging and serial block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBFSEM) to reconstruct

the morphology and synaptic arrangements of A17 ACs in normal neonatal and adult mouse retina, and in an-

imals where RBCs were largely ablated during development.

RESULTS

A17 amacrine cells predominantly synapse with rod bipolar cells

To determine the synaptic wiring pattern of individual A17s in more detail, we reconstructed adult wild-

type (WT) mouse A17s from two SBFSEM volumes. For each reconstructed A17 AC, we mapped all its

output synapses and identified the associated postsynaptic cell types. Each A17 synapse we observed

was with a single postsynaptic partner (n = 3 cells, 506 synapses in total). Consistent with previous studies

Figure 1. Wild-type adult A17 amacrine cells predominantly synapse with rod bipolar cells

(A) Schematic diagram of the circuit formed by an A17 amacrine cell (AC) and an AII AC with the axon terminal of a rod bipolar cell (RBC).

(B) Electron micrograph showing an adult wild-type (WT) RBC-AII/A17 dyad synapse. RBC ribbon is indicated by a cyan arrowhead. This A17 bouton makes

two reciprocal inhibitory synapses (red asterisks) with the RBC.

(C) Three-dimensional (3D) SBFSEM reconstruction of three A17/AII-RBC dyads, with A17 reciprocal synapses (red) indicated.

(D) 3D reconstruction (skeleton) of a WT adult A17 showing the partner types and locations of its output synapses. CBC, cone bipolar cell; GC, ganglion cell;

AC, amacrine cell.

(E) Electron micrograph of a non-reciprocal A17 synapse (red asterisk) at an RBC axon shaft.

(F) Axonal skeletons of two RBCs receiving non-reciprocal synaptic contacts at their axon shafts from the A17 in panel C, with the associated A17 synaptic

varicosities indicated in yellow.

(G) Skeletons of a GluMI CBC and a type 6 (T6) ON CBC postsynaptic to the A17 in panel D, with the associated synaptic varicosities indicated in cyan.

(H) Representative electron micrographs of non-RBC associated A17 synapses. Red asterisks indicate A17 synapses.
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(Grimes et al., 2014; Sinha et al., 2020; Tsukamoto et al., 2001), A17s preferentially synapsed with RBCs

(95.4 G 0.9%; Figure 1D).

The majority of RBC-associated A17 synapses were located nearby a ribbon synapse of an RBC axon ter-

minal or shaft in the ON sublamina. 83.8 G 4.5% of these synapses were reciprocal feedback connections

(Figures 1B and 1C; Table 1). The remainder of the RBC-associated A17 synapses were non-reciprocal and

were often made onto RBC axonal shafts in the OFF sublamina (Figures 1E and 1F).

We also found that a small fraction of adult A17 synapses were made with CBCs, other ACs, and GCs

(Figures 1G and 1H; Table 1). All three A17s we reconstructed contacted GluMI CBCs (Della Santina

et al., 2016) and one A17 also contacted Type 6 (T6) ON CBCs (Figures 1G and 1H) (Tsukamoto and

Omi, 2017). The CBC-associated A17 synapses also involved reciprocal and non-reciprocal synapse ar-

rangements (Table 1). The AC targets included AII ACs and some wide-field ACs. Overall, WT A17 ACs pre-

dominantly contact RBCs, with only a few exceptions.

A17 amacrine cells bias synaptogenesis with rod bipolar cells during development

To determine how A17s achieve their RBC-dominant connections, we reconstructed the connectivity pat-

terns of developing A17s (Figures 2A-2C). Previously (Schubert et al., 2008), we found that RBCs receive

functional GABAergic input around postnatal days (P) 8-9. We thus first examined the connectivity of

A17s at P9. Compared to their adult counterparts, P9 A17s were morphologically immature with fewer radi-

ating long processes (Figures 2A and S1). They did not yet exhibit varicosities along their processes,

although many output synapses were apparent (n = 3 cells, 180 synapses). The preference for RBCs was

already evident at P9. About 80% of the A17 synapses were made with RBCs, whereas CBC-associated syn-

apses were rarely seen (Figures 2A and 2C). Only 1 out of the 3 reconstructed cells had a CBC-associated

synapse (Table 2). However, compared to the adult, at P9 there was a significantly higher percentage of A17

synapses targeting ACs or GCs (Figure 2C).

By P11, a few days before eye opening, the morphology of A17s resembled that of mature ACs, showing

more radiating processes and prominent varicosities at which synapses were observed (Figures 2B and S1;

n = 4 cells, 346 synapses). Consistent with the change in morphology, we found more RBC-associated syn-

apses from each P11 A17 AC than their P9 counterparts (Table 2), despite the EM volume and reconstructed

A17 arbors of the P11 retina being less complete than the ones of the P9 retina (Figure S1; STAR Methods).

As a result, there was an increase in the percentage of RBC-associated synapses compared to P9. This per-

centage at P11 was similar to that of the adult (Figure 2C). In contrast, the fraction of synapses associated

with CBCs remained unchanged and connections with AC/GCs decreased at P11 (Figure 2C). Of the 4 re-

constructed P11 cells, we did not observe any CBC-associated synapses in 3 cells or AC/GC-associated

synapses in 2 cells (Table 2). Therefore, A17s already prefer RBCs as their major synaptic partner at the early

stages of synaptogenesis before visual experience occurs. As A17s mature, they eliminate synapses with

ACs and GCs to connect almost exclusively with RBCs (Figure 2C).

A17 amacrine cells are not required to initiate rod bipolar cell dyad assembly

Although A17s prefer RBCs as their primary targets, they are also the major postsynaptic partners of RBCs.

Consistent with previous measurements (Sinha et al., 2020), we found that most adult RBC axonal ribbons

Table 1. Summary of WT adult A17 AC synaptic arrangements

Cell ID

Synaptic partner types

Total

RBC CBC

AC GCR Non-R R Non-R

WT-A17-1 114 18 3 2 2 0 139

WT-A17-2 108 36 5 0 3 1 153

WT-A17-3 187 21 2 2 2 0 214

% 95.4 G 0.9 2.9 G 0.5 1.7 G 0.5 100

RBC, rod bipolar cell; R, reciprocal synapse; CBC, cone bipolar cell; AC, amacrine cell; GC, ganglion cell.

Data are shown as mean G SEM.
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Figure 2. Development of A17 AC-associated synapses

(A) WT postnatal day (P) 9 A17 arbor and synapses color-coded according to postsynaptic cell types.

(B) A WT P11 A17 and synapses.

(C) Proportions of A17 synapses associated with different postsynaptic partner types in P9, P11, and adult WT retina (n = 3, 4, and 3 cells, respectively;

Unpaired t-test).

(D) Percentage of A17 synapses with RBCs that are associated with an RBC ribbon increases with maturation (Kruskal-Wallis test).

(E) Percentage of RBC ribbon synapses that have A17 reciprocal input increases with age (P9, n = 6 cells; P11, n = 6; Adult, n = 6; Kruskal-Wallis test).
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were apposed to AII/A17 at dyads (91.7 G 1.8%, n = 6 cells). From P9 onwards, we observed an increase in

the percentage of A17 reciprocal synapses with RBCs (Figure 2D). This raised the possibility that during the

assembly of RBC dyad synapses, RBC ribbons appear after A17s synapse onto RBC axons. To test this hy-

pothesis, we analyzed the synaptic arrangement of developing RBCs at P7, P9, and P11 (Figures 2F and 2G;

n = 5, 6, 6 cells respectively). RBCs can be recognized as early as P7 by their lobular axonal morphology and

stratification within the innermost level of the IPL (Figure 2F). Unlike in adult (Sinha et al., 2020; Sterling and

Matthews, 2005), synaptic ribbons were not observed within P7 or P9 RBC axons. Instead, they had densely

clustered vesicles as opposed to thickened cell membranes, suggesting the location of active zones (Fig-

ure 2F). At P11, there were spherical structures with vesicles tethered, likely representing proto-ribbons

(Figure 2F). Synapse numbers per RBC increased significantly with age (P7, 5 G 2; P9, 24 G 3; P11, 35 G

3; p < 0.0001; Kruskal Wallis test).

Contrary to our hypothesis, A17s were not present at any RBC synapse until P9 (Figure 2G). Moreover, at P9

and P11, not all the A17s postsynaptic to RBCs made reciprocal feedback synapses (Figure 2E). Therefore,

RBC dyad assembly is not initiated by A17 synapsing with RBCs. In fact, most early RBC synapses at P7 were

associated with AII ACs (Figure 2G), which could be identified by their morphology (Figure S2) (Gamlin

et al., 2020). A17s, however, did not depend on AIIs to participate in dyad assembly, because both AII

and A17 monads were present at P9 and P11 (Figure 2G). Consistent with our earlier finding (Morgan

et al., 2011), RBCs also made synapses with GCs or non-AII/A17s during development (Figures 2F and

2G), which were likely eliminated upon maturation. Taken together, these observations suggest that there

is not a fixed sequence in the assembly of RBC dyads, where one specific postsynaptic partner dictates the

location of the future dyad.

A17 amacrine cells target cone bipolar cells when rod bipolar cells are reduced in availability

during development

The robust connectivity between A17s and RBCs in the adult and during development implicates a ‘‘classic’’

mechanism that specifically partners these two cell types, perhaps involving molecular cell-cell recognition

cues (Sanes and Zipursky, 2020), throughout synaptogenesis. If so, we would predict that A17s will not in-

crease synaptogenesis with other neurons if RBC partners were scarce. To test this hypothesis, we deter-

mined the connectivity pattern of A17s in mice after genetically ablating large numbers of RBCs during

development. We did not ablate all RBCs because we depended on contact between A17s and some

RBCs to identify and trace the A17 arbors. We bred aPax6-Cre with Grm6-YFP-STOP-DTA mice (DTA

mice) to generate retinas in which outside a dorsal-ventral strip, most RBCs as well as many T6, some

T7, and T8 ON CBCs were ablated upon diphtheria toxin A (DTA) expression before A17 and BC synapto-

genesis (Figure 3A) (Marquardt et al., 2001; Morgan et al., 2011; Okawa et al., 2014). The majority of the

remaining RBCs in the DTA retina were YFP-positive. We used correlative light and electron microscopy

(Bishop et al., 2014) to acquire EM reconstructions from regions where only a few YFP-positive RBCs

were observed (Figures 3B and 3C; STAR Methods). This enabled us to trace A17s from contacts with

the remaining RBCs (Figure 3D).

Three adult A17s were reconstructed from a DTA retina (Figures 3E and S3A), with all their synapses and

postsynaptic cells identified (133 synapses in total; Table 3). Unlike adult WT A17s, DTA A17s no longer

densely made synapses in the ON sublamina, presumably owing to a lack of RBCs (Figure 3E). Instead,

DTA A17s synapsed with a diversity of ON and OFF CBC types throughout the depth of the IPL

(Figures 3E and 3F). Compared to WT, DTA A17s had a higher percentage of synapses made with CBCs

(Figure 3H). This increase in CBC connectivity was not caused simply by a decreased number and percent-

age of RBC-associated synapses. Although we were only able to quantify synapses of each A17 within the

EM volume, each DTA A17 did make more synapses with CBCs compared to WT (Tables 1 and 3), even

though the EM volume of the DTA retina was smaller than the WT volumes (STAR Methods). Like their

WT counterparts, a proportion (31.5 G 5.7%) of CBC-associated DTA A17 synapses were reciprocal

(Figures 3G and 3G0). Furthermore, a few A17 synapses (5 out of 133 synapses) Involved varicosities that

Figure 2. Continued

(F) 3D reconstructions of P7, P9, and P11 RBCs with their synapses identified. Locations of AII monads, A17 monads, and A17/AII monads are color-coded

according to synapse type. Synapses associated with GCs and/or non-AII/A17s are in red (other). Representative electron micrographs of each synapse

arrangement are provided. Arrowheads indicate ribbons, color-coded by synapse arrangement type. Red asterisks indicate A17 reciprocal synapses.

(G) Percentages of WT RBC synapses with different synaptic arrangements in P7, P9, and P11 retina. Data are shown as meanG SEM. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01;

n.s., not significant. See also Figures S1 and S2.
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formed dyads with AII AC lobular appendages at CBC ribbon sites in the OFF sublamina, recapitulating the

arrangement of RBC dyads (Figure S3B). Compared to CBCs, other ACs and GCs remained the minor part-

ners of A17s in the DTA retina (Figure 3H). Thus, A17s have the capacity to make synapses not only across

sublaminae in the IPL but also with both ON and OFF types of CBCs. Moreover, the ablation of RBCs un-

masked a hierarchy for partner selection by A17s, which prioritizes BCs amongst partner classes and RBCs

among BC types.

Is the increase in connectivity with CBCs when RBCs are scarce owing to selective synaptogenesis or a result of

exuberant early connections that are prunedover time, such as that which occur inother neural circuits (Kano and

Watanabe, 2019; Liang and Chen, 2020; Morgan et al., 2011)? To answer this question, we determined the con-

nectivity pattern of A17s in the DTA retina at P10, when A17-RBC synaptogenesis is ongoing (Figure 2). Given

that the level of DTA expression varies across individual mice and retinal locations, we noted that the P10

area we examined had about half of the RBCs ablated (Figure 4A). In this area, four A17s were reconstructed

(Figure 4B). Not surprisingly, P10 A17s are wired with RBCs within their vicinity with decent numbers of synapses

(Figures 4C and 4D; Table 4). However, these A17s also formed a significant number of synapses with CBCs,

increasing the percentage of such synapses compared to their WT counterparts at P9 and P11 (Figure 4C).

Similar to our observations in the DTA adult retina, both ON and OFF CBCs were the targets of DTA P10

A17s (Figure 4D). DTA P10A17s, however, synapsedwith ACs andGCs at a similar frequency toWTP9 cells (Fig-

ure 4C). Like WT, these synapses with AC/GCs are likely to be eliminated by adulthood (Figure 3H). Together,

our observations suggest that A17s selectively increase synaptogenesis with CBCs and that partial loss of RBCs

during development is sufficient to promote this process.

DISCUSSION

Synaptogenesis of A17 amacrine cells is biased toward rod bipolar cells early in development

Using SBFSEM, we identified the cell types postsynaptic to A17 ACs in the mature and developing mouse

retina. Consistent with previous findings (Freed et al., 1987; Nelson and Kolb, 1985), adult A17 ACs pre-

dominantly synapse with RBCs. We also found that A17 ACs synapse with CBCs, ACs, and GCs, but these

connections constituted a negligible fraction of the total number of output synapses made by the A17 cells.

A17 ACs’ biased connectivity with RBCs emerges early in development before visual experience occurs,

and A17 ACs maintain this connectivity bias by gradually adding synapses with RBCs and pruning synapses

with AC/GCs throughout development. Such early biases in synaptic wiring have also been observed in

other inhibitory interneurons, such as the H3 horizontal cell in the zebrafish retina, which prefers UV over

blue cones, and the chandelier cell in mouse cortex which make synapses exclusively at the axon initial

segment of pyramidal neurons (Steinecke et al., 2017; Yoshimatsu et al., 2014). Together with these past

observations, our current findings underscore a cellular strategy for selecting a preferred synaptic partner

that differs from mechanisms that gradually shape connectivity through massive circuit remodeling.

Our current measurements confirm previous observations that the vast majority of A17 synaptic varicosities

form characteristic synaptic dyads together with AII ACs at RBC ribbon sites (Grimes et al., 2014; Sinha

Table 2. Summary of developing A17 AC synaptic arrangements

Cell ID

Synaptic partner types

TotalRBC CBC AC/GC

P9-A17-1 51 0 8 59

P9-A17-2 51 1 13 65

P9-A17-3 44 0 12 56

% 81.2 G 2.6 0.5 G 0.5 18.3 G 2.4 100

P11-A17-1 136 0 0 136

P11-A17-2 55 1 0 56

P11-A17-3 75 0 1 76

P11-A17-4 74 0 4 78

% 97.9 G 1.1 0.4 G 0.4 1.6 G 1.2 100

Data are shown as mean G SEM
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Figure 3. A17 ACs synapse with many ON and OFF CBCs when RBCs are largely absent

(A) Representative fluorescence image of a retinal whole mount from aPax6-Cre x Grm6-YFP-STOP-DTA (DTA) mice. The

edge of the retina is outlined by a dashed line. D, dorsal; V, ventral; N, nasal; T, temporal.

(B) Two-photon image of the area in the adult DTA retina selected for SBFSEM, showing fiducial marks made by near-

infrared branding. Axons of some remaining RBCs are indicated by red ovals.

(C) 3D reconstructions of all the remaining RBCs within the acquired EM volume. Red ovals indicated the same axonal

structures indicated in panel B.

(D) A representative A17 synaptically connected to the remaining RBCs, with all its synaptic boutons labeled in red.

(E) The A17 in panel D with the output synapses color-coded according to postsynaptic cell type.

(F) All the CBCs postsynaptic to the A17 in panel D.

(G) Two consecutive electron micrographs show an OFF CBC-A17 reciprocal synapse. Cyan arrowhead, ribbon; red

asterisk, A17 synapse.

(H) Proportions of A17 synapses with different partners in adult WT and DTA retina (n = 3 cells each; unpaired t-test). Data

are shown as mean G SEM. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; n.s., not significant. See also Figure S3.
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et al., 2020; Tsukamoto and Omi, 2017). By following the development of the RBC dyad, we found that AII

and A17 ACs do not depend on each other or follow a strict temporal sequence to be recruited at RBC rib-

bons. Furthermore, there are very few instances where more than one A17 or AII process is apposed to a

RBC ribbon during development, indicating that A17 or AII ACs do not ‘‘compete’’ with their own types at a

synaptic site. Interestingly, A17 varicosities and AII lobular appendages in the OFF sublamina can form

dyads at CBC ribbon sites when RBCs are scarce. This suggests a mechanism for A17-AII dyad formation

that is independent of IPL depth and specific bipolar cell types.

Mechanisms that determine the wiring specificity of A17 amacrine cells

Neural circuits employ various molecular mechanisms to achieve wiring specificity (Sanes and Zipursky,

2020). Neuronal partners are often guided by attractive and repulsive molecular cues to elaborate axons

and dendrites within the right locations to facilitate physical contact and synaptogenesis. For example,

retinal neurons stratify within separate sublayers of the IPL to form the ON vs. OFF pathways. But, despite

having neurites that traverse the entire depth of the IPL, A17 ACs make the vast majority of their output

synapses within theON sublamina with RBCs. This suggests that the wiring pattern of A17s is unlikely owing

to a constraint of laminar-restricted cues, but instead, is dictated by a preference for RBCs as the primary

target. It is also unlikely that A17 ACs restrict output synaptogenesis to their distal processes, like starburst

amacrine cells (Briggman et al., 2011; Ding et al., 2016), because A17 ACs also synapse with RBC axon shafts

in the OFF sublamina.

Besides limiting the location and region of their processes for synaptogenesis, neurons also depend on

molecular interactions to recognize and recruit specific synaptic partners to establish their appropriate

connectivity pattern. Our results show that a simple cell-cell recognition cue between A17 ACs and

RBCs does not account fully for specificity in connectivity between these two cell types. Instead, A17

ACs demonstrate a hierarchy for partner selection, which prioritizes BCs across cell classes and RBCs

amongst BC types. This hierarchy may be established by different expression levels or by different combi-

nations of recognition molecules (e.g. adhesion molecules) at A17 contacts with RBCs, CBCs, and AC/GCs.

Such hierarchy in synaptic partner choice has also been observed in drosophila and zebrafish (Xu et al.,

2019; Yoshimatsu et al., 2014), but A17s represent the first example of inhibitory neurons demonstrating

a synaptogenic hierarchy for establishing presynaptic inhibition.

Cross-pathway wiring plasticity of A17 amacrine cells

The visual system across invertebrates and vertebrates shares a common feature—numerous types of

neurons are wired in stereotypic patterns to form visual circuits that perform specific functions. Different

visual circuits, however, use diverse wiring strategies. For instance, drosophila visual pathways from the

retina to the optic lobe are genetically ‘‘hard-wired’’ with precise cell types and numbers which do not

require synaptic pruning (Neriec and Desplan, 2016; Sanes and Zipursky, 2020). In contrast, the retinoge-

niculate pathways in mammals depend not only on molecules but also on spontaneous and visual activity

that direct large-scale synaptic pruning to shape eye-specific and retinotopic connections (Liang and

Chen, 2020). Distinct from these two highly contrasting scenarios, A17 ACs are likely molecularly pro-

grammed to wire exclusively in the rod pathway, but also experience moderate synaptic pruning to re-

move non-BC synapses. Furthermore, A17 ACs demonstrate plasticity that is independent of visual activ-

ity to connect to both ON and OFF cone pathways, when rod pathway neurons (RBCs) are sparser than

usual. The cross-pathway plasticity of A17 ACs is highly robust, because A17 ACs quickly synapse with

Table 3. Summary of DTA adult A17 AC synaptic arrangements

Cell ID

Synaptic partner types

Total

RBC CBC

AC GCR Non-R R Non-R

DTA-A17-1 7 2 4 12 3 0 28

DTA-A17-2 2 0 12 16 1 0 31

DTA-A17-3 3 4 19 45 3 0 74

% 16.0 G 8.1 78.0 G 10.5 6.0 G 2.4 100

Data are shown as mean G SEM.
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more CBCs when RBCs are partially ablated during development. Therefore, for A17 ACs, making more

synapses appears to be of greater priority than wiring only with the right synaptic partners. However, A17

ACs maintained their synaptic arrangement with RBCs—in the DTA retina, the A17 formed a single bou-

ton at each contact site with the surviving RBCs, characteristic of the wild-type arrangement. Moreover,

the aberrant CBC-associated A17 synapses often recapitulate the dyad arrangement at RBC axons. Thus,

the A17 AC does not compensate for the loss of RBCs by altering the structural arrangement of its var-

icosities, each of which represents a functionally independent unit (Grimes et al., 2010), but instead forms

novel connections with CBCs.

Cross-pathway wiring plasticity during development has been observed in outer retinal circuits. For

instance, mouse RBCs synapse with cone-like cells when rods are absent (Keeley and Reese, 2010).

Fish H3 cells connect with significantly more blue cones when UV cones are absent. Our current obser-

vations emphasize that the primary rod/cone pathways are not wired independently during develop-

ment, showing that rewiring can occur in the inner retina involving an inhibitory interneuron normally

dedicated to the rod pathway. Whether loss of CBCs causes an increase in CBC-preferring ACs to

wire with RBCs will need to be explored in the future in order to determine whether rod-cone cross-

pathway rewiring is bidirectional. Together with our current findings, these future experiments will

have important implications for restoring specificity in rod-cone pathway connections in retinal circuit

repair.

Limitations of the study

Our study demonstrates a hierarchical partner selection mechanism that determines the wiring specificity

of A17 ACs, as well as their rod-cone cross-pathway plasticity. Elucidation of the molecular mechanisms

responsible for A17 wiring specificity and plasticity will require the future availability of transgenic mouse

lines that specifically label A17 ACs and knowledge of the molecular profile of these cells.

Figure 4. A17 ACs make more synapses with CBCs as early as synaptogenesis when RBCs are sparse

(A) Axonal skeletons of all the remaining RBCs in the acquired EM volume of a P10 DTA retina.

(B) Skeletons of the A17 arbors analyzed in the P10 DTA retinal volume. The asterisk indicates the A17 in panels D and E.

(C) Distributions of A17 synapses across different synaptic partners in WT P9, P11, and DTA P10 retina (n = 3, 4, and 4 cells; unpaired t-test). The color-coded

data points of the DTA retina correspond to the colored A17s in panel B.

(D) An A17 (indicated by the asterisk in panel B) and its synaptic boutons color-coded according to the contacted postsynaptic cell type. E. Representative

CBC types contacted by the A17 in panel D with their associated synaptic boutons labeled in cyan. Data are shown as mean G SEM. *, p < 0.05.
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Table 4. Summary of DTA P10 A17 AC synapse arrangements

Cell ID

Synaptic partner types

TotalRBC CBC AC/GC

DTA-A17-1 59 20 20 99

DTA-A17-2 48 6 17 71

DTA-A17-3 49 11 16 76

DTA-A17-4 25 15 8 48

% 60.4 G 3.8 19.1 G 5.3 20.5 G 1.5 100

Data are shown as mean G SEM.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Rachel O.L. Wong (wongr2@uw.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d The EM datasets collected in the current study have not been deposited into a public repository because

of the scale of the datasets and use in ongoing studies but are available from the lead contact upon

request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice

All procedures were conducted in accordance with University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee guidelines. C57BL/6 (wildtype, WT) mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (JAX

Stock No. 000664). aPax6-Cre mice were obtained from Guillermo Oliver (Northwestern University) (Mar-

quardt et al., 2001). Grm6-YFP-STOP-DTA mice were generated as described previously (Morgan et al.,

2011). Female aPax6-Cre mice were crossed with male Grm6-YFP-STOP-DTA mice to generate aPax6-

Cre x Grm6-YFP-STOP-DTA (DTA) mice (Okawa et al., 2014) for this study. Mice of both sexes at postnatal

day (P)7–60 were used.

METHOD DETAILS

Retinal tissue preparation and fixation

Mice were euthanized with Isoflurane (5%), cervically dislocated or decapitated, and enucleated. Retinas

were dissected at room temperature in Ames’ medium (Sigma) bubbled with 95%O2/5%CO2. For light

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Ames’ medium Sigma Cat.# A1420

Vectashield Vector Laboratories Cat# H-1000, RRID: AB_2336789

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6 The Jackson Laboratory Strain #:000664

RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664

Mouse: aPax6-Cre Guillermo Oliver RRID:MGI:6111814

Mouse: Grm6-YFP-STOP-DTA Rachel Wong N/A

Software and algorithms

Fiji NIH https://fiji.sc/, RRID: SCR_002285

Amira Thermo Fisher Scientific https://www.fei.com/software/amira/,

RRID: SCR_014305

Prism GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/, RRID: SCR_002798
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microscopy, retinas were mounted flat, ganglion cell side up, onto filter paper (Millipore), and the tissue

was subsequently fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. For correlative light

and electron microscopy, retinas mounted on filter paper were fixed with 2–4% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M so-

dium cacodylate buffer (pH7.4) for 15–30 min at room temperature. For electron microscopy only, retinal

pieces were fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer for 30 min to 1 h at room tem-

perature and overnight at 4�C.

Confocal image acquisition and processing

Fluorescence images were acquired on a TCS LSP8 confocal microscope (Leica), using a 0.75 numerical

aperture (NA) 203 oil objective lens. Images were acquired at an x-y resolution of 1.5 mm/pixel and z

step of 2 mm. Adjustment of contrast, brightness and hue, and maximum intensity projections were all per-

formed using Fiji (NIH).

Correlative light and electron microscopy

The fixed retinal samples (as described above) were washed and mounted under a coverglass in 0.1M so-

dium cacodylate buffer for two-photon imaging. Specifically, areas with sparse YFP-positive rod bipolar

cells (RBCs) were identified under a Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics). Fiduciary marks were burned into

the tissue by the laser around the cell clusters using the near-infrared branding (NIRB) method (Bishop

et al., 2014). Subsequently, the retinas were unmounted and fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde overnight for elec-

tron microscopy.

Serial block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBFSEM)

Retinal samples were prepared for the SBFSEM as described previously (Della Santina et al., 2016). Samples

were sectioned and imaged on a 3View SEM microscope (Zeiss) or a VolumeScope SEM (Thermo Fisher

Scientific), at a voxel size of 5 3 5 3 50 nm3 or 6 3 6 3 50 nm3. In this study, we obtained EM micrographs

including the full depth of the inner plexiform layer (IPL) from WT (1 adult, 1 P7, and 2 P9) and DTA (1 adult

and 1 P10) retinas. We also used image stacks acquired from previous studies for our analysis, including an

adult (Ding et al., 2016) and a P11 wildtype (Gamlin et al., 2020). The approximal volumes of each image

stack are as follows: adult WTs (1,412,000 and 2,730,000 mm3), P7 WT (428,000 mm3), P9 WTs (1,017,000

and 2,188,000 mm3), P11 WT (419,000 mm3), adult DTA (562,000 mm3), and P10 DTA (645,000 mm3).

Image reconstruction and analysis

EMmicrographs were aligned using TrakEM2 (Cardona et al., 2012) in Fiji (NIH). The processes and somata

of cells were manually traced and segmented using the AreaTree function, and synapses and varicosities

were annotated using the AreaList function of TrakEM2. RBC axons were identified by their morphology

and stratification level at the most inner IPL (Tsukamoto and Omi, 2017; Wässle, 2004). To reconstruct

A17 ACs, we identified their processes by their characteristic reciprocal synapse at RBC synaptic dyads

(Grimes et al., 2014; Sinha et al., 2020), and then traced the processes to the cell body and then the arbor.

Ribbon synapses and inhibitory synapses were identified according to previously reported features to

determine connectivity (Gray, 1969; Sterling and Matthews, 2005). The types/classes of A17 synaptic part-

ners were determined by their morphology and synapse specializations as described previously (Gamlin

et al., 2020). The visualization of volume reconstructions was performed in Amira (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using Prism (GraphPad). Distributions of each parameter were tested

for normality using the D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus test and appropriate parametric or non-para-

metric statistical analyses were applied. Unpaired t-test or Mann-Whitney test was performed to compare

parameters between different ages or genotypes. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test or Kruskal-

Wallis test was performed to compare the same parameter across more than two ages. Statistical param-

eters including the value of n, mean G SEM, and statistical significance are provided in the text or figure

legends. Significance was Fdetermined at p < 0.05.
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